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Introduction
__________________________________________________________________________________
Winterbourne is located some 5km north-north-east of the centre of Bristol, just north of the M4. It
sits on a spur of land between the River Frome to the east as it runs southwards towards Bristol,
and the Bradley Brook to the west which runs into the Frome south of the village.
Winterbourne Barn is part of a group of medieval buildings, close to the parish church of St Michael
in an isolated position to the west of the village, near to the Bradley Brook. The group of Buildings
are owned by South Gloucestershire Council.
It is significant that the Parish Church, the Barn and surrounding buildings have remained
remarkably unaltered as have their settings. The hamlet was designated as a Conservation Area
(the ‘Church Lane, Winterbourne Conservation Area’) by South Gloucestershire Council in
November 2005.
The Barn forms part of a group of buildings and a yard, formerly part of Winterbourne Court Farm.
It would have had a central role in the economic activity of the medieval Court. Fishponds close
to the Bradley Brook were another element of this.
The group of buildings includes;

Main Barn

Grade II* listed
Substantial remains of larger barn. Fabric dates from 1342. Roof
structure largely intact from this date. Secular origins make this very
rare if not unique at this scale.

South Range

Dated to late C17 or early C18.

North lean-to

Roofless structure on site of building evident on OS maps since 1900.

West Barn

Possibly C16 or early 17C on site of western part of former C14 barn.
Possibly using some earlier fabric. In poor condition.

Cow Byres

Original buildings date from early C19. Western half demolished and
remainder much altered, particularly in late C20.

Small Barn
(Cart Shed)

Poor condition, evident on OS maps since 1900
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Sketch plan showing layout and extent of buildings inspected
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Methodology
__________________________________________________________________________________

This condition survey was undertaken by West Waddy ADP and focussed on the condition and
state of repair of the fabric of the buildings at the site.
The inspection was undertaken visually with full access to roof spaces and enclosures, and with
ladders to gain access to all roofs. The survey utilised a damp level meter where required. Details
were recorded by hand and supplemented by a photographic record.

Client’s name
and address:

South Gloucestershire Council

Date of
inspection:

28 March 2014

Inspection
undertaken by:

Stephen Simkins RIBA

Address of
property:

Winterbourne Medieval Barns

(West Waddy ADP)

Church Lane
Winterbourne
BS36

Occupied/empty:

Main Barn, South Range and Small Barn – occupied
West Barn and Cow Byres - unoccupied

Weather:

Showers. Overcast / cloudy.

The survey was limited to the fabric and structure of the buildings and did not cover building
services, the condition of electrical supplies and installations, lighting, water supplies or below
ground drainage.
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Executive Summary
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Main Barn
Walls constructed from local stone. The original 14th Century roof structure remains largely intact
- a fine example of a raised-cruck construction and one of the largest and earliest raised-cruck
barns. Roof now covered with clay pan tiles. Repairs were undertaken (2002-2005) and a minimal
intervention approach was adopted. Walls were injected with lime mortar after pointing, and have
been protected by a thin lime plaster coat as originally existed.
Consequently walls generally are in good condition and appear to continue to be well maintained.
Pointing remains in good condition – generally no deterioration, consistent integrity.
North wall of barn (back wall of ‘lean-to’) has joist holes from former first floor structure visible and
exposed at high level. Also exposed former internal corbel detail now forms external projection to
wall and traps rainwater. Currently in fair condition but open joist holes and corbel might
accelerate rainwater ingress over time and the temporary downpipe from gutter above wall needs
a permanent alternative if the wall is to avoid vulnerability to saturation from rainwater in this area.
The roof structure underwent a series of refurbishment and repair works at the same and remains
in good condition as a result. Valleys to north porch gable and hidden gutter between main barn
and south range are in good condition and show no signs of rainwater leakage internally. Lime
plaster on lathe between exposed rafters is in good condition and clear of any staining. No
rainwater ingress or evidence of interstitial condensation.
At time of inspection, floor below three aisles at western end of barn was screened off to traffic
due to curing of new limecrete flooring to slab being undertaken by M J Hardwick Contractors.

South Range
Single range dating from 17th Century. Stone barn constructed of local stone, with lime render
externally (part of 2002 - 2005 restoration works). Range split into 3 bays divided with full height
stone dividing walls carrying timber purlin roof structure. Roof covered with clay pan tiles. Roof
structure and coverings are still in good condition and appear to be well maintained.
Walls generally are in good condition, although there are areas of cracks in render due to
shrinkage. No evidence of movement as cause of crack. All cracks are due to normal shrinkage
in render. There are no movement joints within render and cracks have occurred in line with areas
of shortest resistance between cills and window heads as can be anticipated.
Some ‘crazing’ to render at low level (up to approx. 1200mm above ground level) likely to be due
to moisture breathing out of wall since no damp proof course.

North ‘Lean-To”
Remnants of single storey structure – abandoned during reconstruction works. External natural
stone facing approx. 225mm thick, nominal 25mm cavity and 100mm internal skin of concrete
blockwork.
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Walls in extremely poor condition. Most pointing missing. Cavities open to the elements allowing
ingress of rainwater and elements. Vegetable matter taking hold and roots eating into stonework.
Wall(s) currently stable but deteriorating rapidly – likely to rapidly become unstable and dangerous.

West Barn
The west barn was originally part of the main barn, 143 feet long internally, but the western third
was rebuilt narrower than the main barn in the late 19 th century and is now referred to as the West
Barn. The south and west walls of the West Barn include much of the original medieval fabric but
it is in poor condition, partly due to attempts by a former owner in the 1980s to convert it illegally
into a house, much of the structure of which remains internally.
Main roof is modern timber trussed rafters covered with heavy roofing felt and clay pan tiles. Roof
is mainly dry and in good condition. However, rainwater gutters missing. Walls below exposed to
running rainwater from roofs and saturated accordingly. Single storey extension to south – flat
roof with plywood decking and three layer roofing felt, all in poor condition, failing and allowing
entry of rainwater and elements.
North wall is in very poor condition. Top two or three stone courses of wall at eaves level are
missing in many areas allowing unprotected entry of rainwater and elements to fabric. Many loose
stones. Wall in need of full repointing. Many areas of wall have suffered from poor attempts at
repointing using inappropriate cement mortar which has led to rapid deterioration of surrounding
stonework.
South wall especially is in very poor state of repair and has suffered substantial damage to historic
fabric from the formation of a series of window openings during previous unauthorised alteration
works. Poorly constructed single storey extension has further damaged existing historic
stonework.
Internally, unauthorised upper floor structure has been part constructed. Primary steel joist
structure with softwood timber floor joists - chipboard deck –no soffit. External walls saturated so
likely that joist ends will be at risk of rot.

Small Barn – Cart Shed
The original stone-built cartshed of typical Gloucestershire type, dates from the later 17 th or the
18th century. Walling is a mix of stonework and high level timber cladding panels to frame forming
hipped ends. Timber truss and purlin roof structure. The cartshed has a few rows of Pennant
sandstone roof slates, which were once common in the area but have mostly been replaced by
pan tiles or double roman tiles.
Roof structure in very poor condition with some damaged and rotten truss joints and purlin ends.
Trusses supported on acro props and all are in need of remedial work and repair. Failure in roof
truss has led to some movement / damage to west wall of barn. Sagging across roof tile coverings.
Substantial repair work required to roof structure.
East wall facing onto roadside verge - natural stone wall - in need of full repointing with lime mortar.
Stone work currently strangled by overgrown vegetation. Likely to be damage to stonework and
facings behind. West wall also natural stone, built off stone plinth course. Some distortion to top
of wall at eaves level due to failures in roof structure. Some damaged, loose and/or missing
stones. No rainwater gutter at eaves above so wall is saturated from rainwater and has little
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mortar. Poor condition and missing in many area. Wall requires full repointing. South wall infilled
with poor quality blockwork and crittal windows, with many broken or missing glazed panes.
Timber weatherboarding to north elevation in poor condition and in need of replacement.
Weatherboarding open to elements in many areas. Main sliding door – many panels rotten and in
poor condition. Door and frame in need of replacement.

Cow Byre(s)
The remains of a row of open-fronted cow byres. The cow byres were illegally demolished and
partially rebuilt in the 1980s. The rebuild includes concrete and breeze blocks and is inappropriate
to the setting of the medieval barn. A number of original Pennant sandstone pillars survive
however. Timber roof trusses and clay tiles in good condition although western gable end needs
repair work to exposed verge.

Northern wall is boundary wall to site, constructed of local stone. New concrete frame forming open
sided bays to south side. Good condition.
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MAIN BARN – CONDITION SURVEY
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Main Barn – Condition Survey
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

The original barn structure dates from the 14 th Century.

Type of structure:

Walls constructed from local stone. The original 14th Century roof
structure remains largely intact - a fine example of a raised-cruck
construction and one of the largest and earliest raised-cruck barns.
Roof now covered with clay pan tiles.

EXTERIOR – ROOFS

Description:

The Barn was built in 1342, using the green-timber construction
methods which were the cutting-edge technology of that period.
Plans show that the Barn was originally 11 bays in length, internal
size 43.5m x 7.8m (143ft x 25ft-9in). Now only 7 bays survive in their
complete form.

Ridge

Single range with porch gable to north.
Mortared angled clay ridge tiles – all in good condition.

Verge

East gable verge - 2 course plain clay undercloak in good repair.
West gable verge (junction with west barn) – also in good repair.

Valleys

To north porch – lead lined in good condition and appear to be well
maintained. Valley is clear on north west side. Some leaf and
mortar debris on north east side.

Eaves : projection

Hidden valley gutter between main barn and south range – stepped
lead gutter, well jointed, clean welts and cloaks, and gutter running
free and unobstructed.
Planted timber eaves board with tiled undercloak projecting into
gutters.
Flush timber fascia board.

General condition:

North elevation – good condition.

Eaves : construction

South elevation (to west of main south range) – good condition.
Rainwater gutters

Cast iron – half round profile.
Gutters carried on cast iron brackets at approx. 1800mm ctrs.
North west / junction with north porch has vegetation growing from
gutter below valley.
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Rainwater downpipes

Cast iron – circular section.
North elevation - central rainwater downpipe taken via central
temporary rainwater pipe to discharge to north ‘lean-to’ into external
gulley.
South elevation – all discharging to gulleys, clear and in good
condition.
Note: stone gulley surrounds in need of repair / rebuild.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general

The walls were originally constructed from local stone, bound
together with earth mortar.
In 2002 repairs were undertaken and a minimal intervention
approach was adopted. Walls were injected with lime mortar after
pointing, and have been protected by a thin lime plaster coat as
originally existed.
Consequently walls generally are in good condition and appear to
continue to be well maintained.
None

Damp course:
material
relative level Relative ground level lower than internal floor level.
rising damp None apparent.
North elevation: walls

Generally in good condition and well maintained.
However, 2 no. x stone buttresses to east of north porch collect
rainwater run off in internal corners and joints due to concentration of
drainage from wall. Maybe susceptible to more rapid deterioration
and potential frost damage in the future than the rest of the wall(s)
generally.
Wall to west of north porch lies behind north ‘lean-to’ (derelict).

North elevation: pointing

North wall of barn (back wall of ‘lean-to’ – white washed stone work,
formerly internal – now external. 150 x 50mm joist holes from former
first floor structure are visible at high level at approx. 350mm ctrs.
Also exposed former internal corbel detail now forms external
projection to wall and traps rainwater. Currently in fair condition but
open joist holes and corbel might accelerate rainwater ingress over
time and the temporary downpipe from gutter above wall needs a
permanent alternative if the wall is to avoid vulnerability to saturation
from rainwater in this area.
Lime mortar with aggregate. Pointed just over ten years ago and
still in good condition – no deterioration, consistent integrity.
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North elevation: windows East of porch
3 no. x small rectangular openings approx. 150mm wide x 200mm
high – open with chicken wire mesh to prevent entry by pigeons.
2 no. x high level arrow slot windows 100mm wide, 900mm tall,
glazed, with deep mortared reveals.
2 no. x 150mm square windows with single glazing.
West of porch

Doors:

2 no. x small rectangular single glazed windows – exposed timber
lintel to 1 no. – and timber cill to 1 no.
North porch doorway
Large cart doorway with dressed stone quoins. Timber projecting
rain screen drip detail over head of door lintel – in good condition.
Stone threshold to doorway with small area approx. 2m deep of
stone on edge paving externally with fall away from barn.
Cart doors, painted timber with cast iron plain strap hinges.
Left hand door leading edge panel rotten and needs to be replace.
Doors in need of redecoration.
West of porch

South elevation: walls

1 door opening with timber door in fair condition.
Extent of exposed barn wall between south range and west barn:
White washed stone wall generally in good condition - well
maintained.

South elevation: pointing

Note: - bulge in midpoint of wall and also at head of wall at eaves
level close to junction of south range. No apparent cause visible
internally. Cause of bulge may have been arrested as a result of
the earlier roofing works in 2002.
Lime mortar. Pointed just over ten years ago and still in good
condition – no deterioration, consistent integrity.

South elevation: windows 3 no. x 150mm square windows – 2 with chicken wire protection
against pigeons – 1 single glazed.
1 no. x arrow slot window at high level – single glazed.
1 no. x redundant window frame, rotten, no glass. Lather infill
panel behind frame, no cill. Large timber lintel at eaves level
above. Window / opening in need of repair or replacement to
prevent further deterioration leading to rainwater and ingress of
elements.

East elevation: walls

East elevation: pointing

Evidence of former doorway below having been blocked up in past
to match main wall. Timber lintel above remains visible.
East facing gable end of main barn.
Natural stone wall and lime pointing as north walls. In good state of
repair and has some protection from the wind / rain and weather
due to screening by adjoining Small Barn structure immediately to
east.
Lime mortar. Pointed just over ten years ago and still in good
condition – no deterioration, consistent integrity.
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East elevation: windows

9 no. x small rectangular window openings - 6 no. x opening
allowing entry to main barn for pigeons – 1 no. x with chicken wire
mesh covering – 2 no. x single glazed.
3 no. x arrow slot windows – all single glazed.
1 no. x fixed casement window, timber, with projecting tile cill.
Window in fair condition.
Possible former blocked up doorway below with timber lintel above
exposed.

INTERIOR – ROOF

Construction:

At its original extent, the barn at Winterbourne was probably of 11 bays
and at least 143 ft (43m) long by 26 ft (8m) wide internally. It would
also have had two great porches originally, but the building has now
been reduced to 7 bays and one porch, with 6 roof trusses. The trusses
are outstanding examples of raised crucks with strongly-elbowed cruck
blades, raised about 9 ft (2.7m) off the ground and standing on timber
pads built into the wall. The crucks carry arch-braced collars and rise to
saddles supporting the square-set ridge piece 31 ft (10m) above the
floor.
There are two sets of purlins, with wind braces to the lower set. They
are tenoned into the blades either side of the cross-entry, but are
trenched into the backs of the crucks, or packing pieces, on the other
trusses. Most of the original rafters survive.
Condition / Adequacy of The roof structure underwent a series of refurbishment and repair
timbers
works in 2002 and remains in sound condition as a result.
Infestation:

None

Rain penetration:
generally
Valley

None visible.

Insulation:

Ceiling finish :

Valleys to north porch gable and hidden gutter between main barn and
south range are in good condition and show no signs of rainwater
leakage internally.
The roof structure is insulated (and ventilated) as refurbishment details
circa 2002 works. Insulation is within structure of roof and could not be
viewed during inspection to assess condition.
Lime plaster on lathe between exposed rafters – in good condition and
clear of any staining. No rainwater ingress or evidence of interstitial
condensation.
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INTERIOR - FLOORS

Construction:

Stone flags to flooring of central aisle.
The eastern half of the barn has stone drainage channels along the
walls and a cobbled stone floor. In the centre is a circular cobbled
path which was almost certainly inserted when the barn became a
cider barn, probably in the 17th or 18th century. The cider mill would
have stood in the centre of the circle, and the path was for a horse,
pony or donkey which walked around the mill providing the driving
force to crush the apples. Inset historic stonework to eastern floor
area for radius of trafficked area for press / threshing circle – formed
from stones laid on edge with kerb detail (flush).

Damp:

At time of inspection, floor below three aisles at western end of barn
was screened off to traffic due to curing of new limecrete flooring to
slab being undertaken by M J Hardwick Contractors.
Non apparent – main barn well ventilated.

Infestation/Rot:

None

Defects/Damage:

None

Surface condition:

Good

Applied finishes:

None – save limecrete works being undertaken at time of inspection.

Exposed joists:

None

Access traps:

None

INTERIOR – GENERAL

Lintols:

Exposed timber lintols internally – good condition.

Cills:

Lime rendered cills to window openings – good condition / intact.

Rising Damp:

None

Movement/Cracking:

None present

Ceilings:
Materials
Condition

Lime plaster on lathe between exposed rafters.

Walls:
Materials
Condition

Solid wall structure, stonework exposed externally, lime plaster
internally.
Good condition – no cracking, no signs of movement, nor signs of damp
penetration.
None

Woodwork:
Skirtings
Architraves

Good condition and clear of any staining. No rainwater ingress or
evidence of interstitial condensation.

None
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Other

All reveals are lime render – condition good.

Damage/infestation

None.
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_______________________________________________________________________________

South Range – Condition Survey
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

17th Century addition on the south side of the original barn structure.

Type of structure:

Walls constructed from local stone, with lime render externally. Roof
now covered with clay pan tiles.

EXTERIOR – ROOFS
Description:

Single range dating from 17th Century. Stone barn constructed of local
stone, with lime render externally (part of 2002 restoration works).
Range split into 3 bays divided with full height stone dividing walls
carrying timber purlin roof structure. Roof covered with clay pan tiles.

Ridge

Mortared half round clay ridge tiles – all in good condition.

Verge

East gable verge - 2 course plain tile undercloak in good repair. West
gable verge) – also in good repair.

Valley

Eaves : construction

Hidden valley gutter between main barn and south range – stepped lead
gutter, well jointed, clean welts and cloaks, and gutter running free and
unobstructed.
Planted timber eaves board with tiled undercloak projecting into gutter.

Eaves : projection

Flush timber fascia board.

General condition:

South elevation – good condition.

Rainwater gutters

Cast iron – half round profile.
Gutters carried on cast iron plain brackets.

Rainwater downpipes

Cast iron – circular section.
All discharging to gulleys, clear and in good condition.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general

The original walls are originally constructed from local stone.
In 2002 repairs were undertaken and a minimal intervention approach was
adopted. Walls were injected with lime mortar after pointing, with lime
render externally.

Damp course:

Walls generally are in good condition and appear to continue to be well
maintained, although there are areas of cracks in render due to shrinkage.
material None
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relative level Relative ground level lower than internal floor level.
rising damp None apparent.
South elevation: walls

Generally in good condition and well maintained.
Lime render with drip detail at bottom threshold following fall of ground.
Full height crack in render above head of eastern window to eaves, and
from window cill to threshold below. No evidence of movement
internally and externally.
Crack in render to left hand side of cill to window over doorway running
down to lintel over doorway below. Again no evidence of movement as
cause of crack.
Render cracks over main cart door lintol.
All cracks are due to normal shrinkage in render. There are no
movement joint within render and cracks have occurred in line with areas
of shortest resistance between cills and window heads as can be
anticipated.

South elevation:
windows
South elevation: doors

Some ‘crazing’ to render at low level (up to approx. 1200mm above
ground level) likely to be due to moisture breathing out of wall since no
damp proof course.
2 no. x timber windows with stone slate cills, single glazed.
2 no. x cart door openings.
Cart doors, painted timber with cast iron plain strap hinges. Doors and
timberwork in good condition.

West elevation: walls

Generally in good condition and well maintained.
Lime render with drip detail at bottom threshold following fall of ground.
Render crack to right hand side of door frame horizontally due to normal
shrinkage in render. There are no movement joint within render and
crack has occurred in area of shortest resistance above window head as
would be anticipated.

West elevation: door
East elevation: walls

Some ‘crazing’ to render at low level (up to approx. 1200mm above
ground level) likely to be due to moisture breathing out of wall since no
damp proof course.
Timber doorway with exposed timber lintol. Door in need of
redecoration.
In good condition and well maintained.
Lime render with drip detail at bottom threshold following fall of ground.
Elevation damp since exposed to prevailing wind and rain as not
protected by small barn unlike east elevation of main barn.

Some ‘crazing’ to render at low level (up to approx. 1200mm above
ground level) likely to be due to moisture breathing out of wall since no
damp proof course.
East elevation: windows Timber doorway with exposed timber lintol. Door in need of repair and
full overhaul and redecoration.
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INTERIOR – ROOF

Construction:

Range split into 3 bays divided with full height stone dividing walls
carrying timber purlin roof structure. Roof covered with clay pan tiles.
Conservation roof lights inserted into northern side of roof facing onto
hidden valley. Roof lights in good condition with no condensation or
leaks.
Condition / Adequacy of The roof structure underwent a series of refurbishment and repair
timbers
works in 2002 and remains in sound condition as a result.
Infestation:

None

Rain penetration:
generally
Valley

None visible.

Insulation:

The roof structure is insulated (and ventilated) as refurbishment details
circa 2002 works. Insulation is within structure of roof and could not be
viewed during inspection to assess condition.

Ceiling finish :

Lime plaster on lathe between exposed rafters – in good condition and
clear of any staining. No rainwater ingress or evidence of interstitial
condensation.

Valley between main barn and south range is in good condition and
show no signs of rainwater leakage internally.

INTERIOR - FLOORS

Construction:

Eastern bay – gravel and earth flooring – dry and breathing.
Central bay – formed from stones laid on edge.

Damp:

Western bay – earth and chipping forming flooring – dry and in good
condition.
Non apparent – south range well ventilated.

Infestation/Rot:

None

Defects/Damage:

None

Surface condition:

Good

Applied finishes:

None

Exposed joists:

None

INTERIOR – GENERAL

Lintols:

Exposed timber lintols internally to high level windows in dividing walls
between bays – good condition.

Cills:

Lime rendered cills to window openings – good condition / intact.

Rising Damp:

None

Movement/Cracking:

None present
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Ceilings:
Materials
Condition

Lime plaster on lathe between exposed rafters.

Walls:
Materials
Condition

Solid wall structure, lime washed internally.

Woodwork:
Skirtings
Architraves

Good condition and clear of any staining. No rainwater ingress or
evidence of interstitial condensation.

Good condition – no cracking, no signs of movement, nor signs of
damp penetration.
None
None

Other

All reveals are lime washed stonework – condition good.

Damage/infestation

None.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

North ‘Lean-To’ – Condition Survey
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

The original barn structure dates from the 14 th Century.

Type of structure:

Remnants of single storey cavity wall – abandoned during
construction.

EXTERIOR – ROOF

Description:

None

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general

External natural stone facing approx. 225mm thick, nominal 25mm
cavity and 100mm internal skin of concrete blockwork.
Walls in extremely poor condition. Most pointing missing. Cavities
open to the elements allowing ingress of rainwater and elements.
Vegetable matter taking hold and roots eating into stonework.

Damp course:
material
relative level
rising damp
Lintols:
Cills:
Damage

Wall(s) currently stable but deteriorating rapidly – likely to rapidly
become unstable and dangerous.
Polythene damp roof course in bed joint to both skins of cavity
construction.
No floor slab internally – hardcore / compacted earth sub base level
with external ground.
Wall fully exposed to the elements, saturated and deteriorating
rapidly.
Exposed concrete lintols to inner skin of cavity walls.
Missing – revealing open cavities and allowing vegetable matter to
take hold.
Substantial damage to wall(s) from rainwater ingress and being left
open to elements when construction abandoned.

INTERIOR - FLOORS

Construction:

No floor slab internally – hardcore / compacted earth sub base level
with external ground.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

West Barn – Condition Survey
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

Type of structure:

The west barn was originally part of the main barn, 143 feet long
internally, but the western third was rebuilt narrower than the main barn
in the late 19th century and is now referred to as the West Barn.
The south and west walls of the West Barn include much of the original
medieval fabric but it is in poor condition, partly due to attempts by a
former owner in the 1980s to convert it illegally into a house, much of
the structure of which remains internally.
Original walls constructed from local stone. Reroofed with trussed rafter
construction and covered with roofing felt and clay pan tiles. Southern
single story element – flat roof with three layer roofing felt.

EXTERIOR – ROOFS

Description:

Ridge

Main roof is modern timber trussed rafters at approx 450mm ctrs,
covered with heavy roofing felt and clay pan tiles. Roof is mainly dry
and in good condition.
Single storey extension to south – flat roof with plywood decking and
three layer roofing felt, all in poor condition, failing and allowing entry of
rainwater and elements.
Mortared half round clay ridge tiles – all in good condition.

Abutment

West gable verge – slate undercloak. No pointing, all mortar to verge is
mssing.
Abutment to main barn – deep mortar fillet in sound condition.

Eaves : construction

North side

Verge

Planted timber eaves board with tiled undercloak projecting into gutters.
Wall plate uneven and exposed in many areas. Much of timber fascia
missing. Eaves in very poor condition and open to elements allowing
rainwater to enter stonewall and susceptible to frost damage and decay.
South side

General condition:

Planted timber eaves board with tiled undercloak projecting into gutters.
Condition fair.
North elevation – very poor condition.
South elevation – condition fair. Some slipped tiles to south elevation.

Rainwater gutters

Rainwater gutters missing. Walls exposed to running rainwater from
roofs and saturated accordingly.
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Rainwater downpipes

Cast iron – circular section where still in place.
Generally downpipes missing or hanging from walls in segments
unconnected.
Gutters to south elevation are plastic. No gutters to single storey flat
roof.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general

The south and west walls of the West Barn include much of the original
medieval fabric.
South wall
South wall especially is in very poor state of repair and has suffered
substantial damage to historic fabric from the formation of a series of
window openings during previous unauthorised alteration works. Poorly
constructed single storey extension has further damaged existing
historic stonework.
North wall
North wall is in very poor condition. Top two or three stone courses of
wall at eaves level are missing in many areas allowing unprotected entry
of rainwater and elements to fabric. Many loose stones. Wall in need of
full repointing.
Many areas of wall have suffered from poor attempts at repointing using
inappropriate cement mortar which has led to rapid deterioration of
surrounding stonework.
Many joist / rafter holes exposed following earlier unauthorised works.

Damp course:
material
relative level
rising damp
Pointing

None
Relative ground level lower than internal floor level.
None apparent – but walls generally in poor condition due to exposure to
elements at high level.
Lime mortar with aggregate. Much mortar is missing. Poor attempts at
repointing using inappropriate cement mortar which has led to rapid
deterioration of surrounding stonework.
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North elevation: wall

North wall is in very poor condition. Top two or three stone courses of
wall at eaves level are missing in many areas allowing unprotected entry
of rainwater and elements to fabric. Many loose stones. Wall in need of
full repointing.
Many areas of wall have suffered from poor attempts at repointing using
inappropriate cement mortar which has led to rapid deterioration of
surrounding stonework.

North elevation:
windows
North elevation: doors

South elevation: walls

Many joist / rafter holes exposed following earlier unauthorised works.
Window openings missing cills leading to rainwater ingress and damage.
Windows boarded up. High level window and frame rotten and needs to
be removed / replaced.
Large cart doorway with dressed stone quoins and stone arch detail to
head. Some poor quality repairs have been undertaken to damaged
stone arch and quoins. Poor repairs to reveals with non-matching
stones.
Cart doors missing. Opening boarded up.
South wall is in very poor state of repair and has suffered substantial
damage to historic fabric from the formation of a series of window
openings during previous unauthorised alteration works.
Poorly constructed single storey extension has further damaged existing
historic stonework.
Wall in need of full repointing.
Many areas of wall have suffered from poor attempts at repointing using
inappropriate cement mortar which has led to rapid deterioration of
surrounding stonework.
Two stone buttresses to wall.
Single storey element unsound and should be demolished.

South elevation:
windows

Generally a series of inappropriate unauthorised window openings have
been made and damaged historic fabric. Windows boarded up.

INTERIOR – ROOF

Construction:

Trussed rafters exposed in some areas – others part lined with
plasterboard to form ceiling. Roof structure generally dry.

Condition / Adequacy of
timbers

Sound condition.

Infestation:

None

Rain penetration:
generally

None visible.
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Insulation:

Uninsulated

Ceiling finish :

Part lined with plasterboard (unfinished) – in good condition and clear
of any staining. No rainwater ingress or evidence of interstitial
condensation.

INTERIOR – GROUND FLOOR

Construction:

Concrete ground floor slab. Dry and in sound condition.

Damp:

Non apparent

Defects/Damage:

None

Surface condition:

Good

Applied finishes:

None

INTERIOR – UPPER FLOOR

Construction:

Damp:

Unauthorised upper floor part constructed. Primary steel joist
structure with softwood timber floor joists 225 x 50mm @ 450mm
ctrs. Chipboard deck. No soffit.
Non apparent

Infestation/Rot:

None apparent although external walls saturated so likely that joist
ends will be at risk of rot.

Defects/Damage:

None

Surface condition:

Fair

Applied finishes:

None

Exposed joists:

All joists exposed.

INTERNAL PARTITIONS

Construction/finish:

100mm blockwork, fairfaced and unfinished.

Lintols:

Concrete
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Small Barn (Cart Shed) – Condition Survey
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

The original stone-built cartshed of typical Gloucestershire type, dates
from the later 17th or the 18th century

Type of structure:

Walling is a mix of stonework and high level timber cladding panels to
frame forming hipped ends. Timber truss and purlin roof structure. The
cartshed has a few rows of Pennant sandstone roof slates, which were
once common in the area but have mostly been replaced by pan tiles or
double roman tiles.

EXTERIOR – ROOFS
Description:

Timber truss and purlin roof structure with hipped ends. The cartshed
has a few rows of Pennant sandstone roof slates, but have mostly been
replaced by pan tiles.
Roof structure in very poor condition with some damaged and rotten
truss joints and purlin ends. Central truss supported on acro props.
Failure in roof truss has led to some movement / damage to west wall of
barn. Sagging across roof tile coverings.

Ridge

Substantial repair work required to roof structure.
Half round clay ridge tiles – in adequate condition.

Hips

Half round clay ridge tiles – in adequate condition.

Verge

Mortar missing from verges to north and south elevations.

Eaves : construction
General condition:

Extended hip to eaves on south elevation. No rainwater goods to
western eaves.
North elevation – good condition.

Rainwater gutters

No rainwater goods to western eaves.
No gutters on south side above cart door opening.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general
Damp course:
material
Rising damp

Stone walls generally. Blockwork wall to south side. Timber cladding to
frame at hipped end on south side above cart door opening.
None
None apparent.
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North elevation: walls

Timber weatherboarding in poor condition and in need of replacement.
Weatherboarding open to elements in many areas.

North elevation: doors

Main sliding door – many panels rotten and in poor condition. Door and
frame in need of replacement.

South elevation: walls
South elevation:
windows
East elevation: walls

Poor quality blockwork infill wall – single skin. Concrete lintels over two
window openings. Concrete cills.
2 no. x single glazed crittal windows – many panes of glass broken or
missing.
East wall facing onto roadside verge.
Natural stone wall. Wall in need of full repointing with lime mortar.
Stone work currently strangled by overgrown vegetation. Likely to be
damage to stonework and facings behind.

East elevation: pointing

Lime mortar. Very poor condition and missing in many area. Wall
requires full repointing.

West elevation: walls

West wall natural stone, built off stone plinth course. Some distortion to
top of wall at eaves level due to failures in roof structure. Some
damaged, loose and/or missing stones. No rainwater gutter at eaves
above so wall is saturated from rainwater and has little mortar.

West elevation: pointing Lime mortar. Very poor condition and missing in many area. Wall
requires full repointing.

INTERIOR – ROOF

Construction:

Three timber trusses.
Many ties to trusses have failed or are rotten. Eastern end of all three
trusses are supported on acro props.

Missing roof tiles and poor condition of roof generally means rainwater
enters the barn.
Condition / Adequacy of Roof structure in very poor condition with some damaged and rotten
timbers
truss joints and purlin ends. Substantial repair work required to roof
structure.
Infestation:
None
Rain penetration:
generally
Insulation:

Substantial rainwater penetration.

Ceiling finish :

None

None.

INTERIOR - FLOORS

Construction:

Concrete threshold and floor slab.
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Defects/Damage:

None

Applied finishes:

None

Exposed joists:

None
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_________________________________________________________________________________

Cow Byre – Condition Survey
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Age:

The remains of a row of open-fronted cow byres. The cow byres were
illegally demolished and partially rebuilt in the 1980s.

Type of structure:

The rebuild includes concrete and breeze blocks and is inappropriate to
the setting of the medieval barn. A number of original Pennant
sandstone pillars survive however. Timber roof trusses and clay tiles.

EXTERIOR – ROOFS

Description:

Single range built against boundary wall to site. Timber roof trusses
with clay tiles.
Mortared half round clay ridge tiles – all in good condition.

Ridge
Verge

West gable verge – open verge detail , no mortar. Roof verge end
open at end block work gable.

Eaves : construction

Tiled undercloak projecting into gutters.

General condition:

South elevation – good condition.

Rainwater gutters

Half round profile.
Gutters carried on brackets at approx. 1800mm ctrs.

Rainwater downpipes

Circular section.

EXTERIOR WALLS

Finish and condition:
general

Northern wall is boundary wall to site, constructed of local stone. New
concrete frame forming open sided bays to south side.

Damp course:
material
relative level

Polythene damp proof course in blockwork dividing partitions to each
bay.
Ground level with internal floor level.

rising damp
North elevation: walls

None apparent.
Generally in good condition and well maintained.

North elevation: pointing Lime mortar with aggregate. In good condition – no deterioration,
consistent integrity.
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South elevation: walls

Concrete frame. A number of original Pennant sandstone pillars survive.

INTERIOR – ROOF

Construction:

Timber trusses at close centers. Roof is dry and water tight.

Condition / Adequacy of The roof structure remains in sound condition.
timbers
Infestation:

None

Rain penetration:
generally
Ceiling finish :

None visible.
None

INTERIOR - FLOORS

Construction:

Concrete floor slab – covered but open sided.

Damp:

Non apparent.

Defects/Damage:

None

Surface condition:

Good

Applied finishes:

None

INTERIOR – GENERAL

Ceilings:
Materials
Walls:
Materials

None.
Separating walls to open sided bays in blockwork – fair faced.
Condition

Woodwork:
Skirtings

Good condition – no cracking, no signs of movement, nor signs of damp
penetration.
None

Architraves

None

Damage/infestation

None.
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__________________________________________________________________________________

Part Two
__________________________________________________________________________________

MAIN BARN – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

SOUTH RANGE – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

NORTH ‘LEAN-TO’ – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

WEST BARN – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

SMALL BARN (CART SHED) – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

COW BYRE – PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD
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7,819mm

4,632mm

Main Barn

8,457mm

North Porch

Main Barn (behind north ‘lean-to’)

Fig 1) Main Barn – North Elevation

Fig. 2
Main Barn – North Wall
Valley Gutter(s)

Fig. 3
Main Barn – North Wall
Temporary downpipe arrangement
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Fig. 4
Main Barn – North Wall Porch Corbel
and open joist holes in wall leading to
Rainwater ingress

Fig 5) Main Barn – east wall protected from elements by Small Barn

Fig 7) South Range – east wall
Rendered and repaired in 2002

Fig 6) Main Barn – east wall
Wall recently repointed, and hidden valley
Gutter relined

Fig 8) Main Barn / South Range
Hidden gutter newly lined and clear of
obstruction
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7,989mm

5 ,984mm

Fig 9) Main Barn – south wall

Fig 10) Main Barn – south wall
Bulge to head of wall at eaves
(now arrested)

South Range (main barn behind)

Fig 11) Main Barn
New lead lining and outfall to hidden gutter
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Figs 12 – 14) Main Barn – Interior (views of cruck frame aisles following renovation works undertaken in 2002)

Fig 15) Main Barn – western aisles
Flooring undergoing limeworks

Fig 16) Main Barn – renovated
aisle frames
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Fig 17) Main Barn
Existing stone threshing circle

2,563mm

12,155mm

Fig 18) South Range – south wall

Fig 19) South Range – south wall
Lime render cracks
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Fig 20) South Range – south wall
Lime render cracks

Fig 21) South Range – Interior
White washed stone walls internally,
following earth and chippings to floor, face fixed
and electrical trunking.

Fig 22) South Range – interior

Fig 24) North Lean-To - north wall
Existing stone wall now derelict

Fig 23) South Range – interior
Plaster lined soffit to roof
reroofing works in 2002 services

Fig 25) North Lean-To - north wall
Cills missing, construction abandoned
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Fig 26) North Lean-To
Internal blockwork cavity wall exposed

Fig 27) North Lean-To
Cavity open to the elements.

Fig 28) West Barn – north wall
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Fig 29) West Barn – south wall

Fig 32) West wall – north wall
Main cart door opening, damaged quoins,
open joints, vegetation and weather ingress.
Rainwater goods missing.

Fig 30) Above
Stone wall open to elements leading to decay

Fig 31) West Barn -north wall
Exposed joist holes and timber joists
repointing undertaken with cement mortar
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Fig 33) West Barn – interior
Recent addition of steelwork, timber joists for first
Floor construction, blockwork partitions

Fig 34) West Barn – interior
New trussed rafter structure to roof and plasterboard
ceilings, construction abandoned

Fig 35) Small Barn – North elevation

Fig 36) Small Barn – South elevation
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Fig 37) Small Barn – West elevation
Stonework in poor conditions, roof covered with two types of tiles
Roof structure and coverings open to elements through missing tiles
Rainwater ingress, damage to stonework due to missing rainwater goods

Fig 38) Small Barn – damaged stonework
Pointing missing from joints – rainwater ingress

Fig 39) Small Barn
Stone plinth detail to west elevation
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Fig 40) Small Barn – interior
Rotten timber cladding over head of doorway

Fig 41)Small Barn – interior
Roof structure joints failing – supported on accro props
Gaps in tiling allowing rainwater to enter.

Fig 42) Cow Byres – South elevation
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Fig 43) Cow Byres
Trussed rafter construction and blockwork

Fig 44) Cow Byres
New concrete ground slab, and concrete frame partition walls
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